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Abstract
The so-called Generalized-Confluent Cauchy–Vandermonde (GCCV) matrices of the form
[C,V] consisting of a generalized-confluent Cauchy part C and a generalized-confluent Van-
dermonde part V are considered. A simple relationship between GCCV and classical confluent
Cauchy–Vandermonde (CCV) matrices is given. This leads to the reduction of the displace-
ment structure, inversion formulas and factorizations of GCCV matrices, and the interpolation
interpretations of linear systems with such GCCV coefficient matrices as tangential interpola-
tion problems to the corresponding results of CCV matrices. The criteria of invertibility and
(left, right) inversion formulas for such matrices are given. All results are stated for the general
case of multiple interpolation nodes, extending the work of Heinig, and Vavr˘ín among others.
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1. Introduction
The Cauchy matrix of the form
1
ci − dj
n
i;jD1
; (1.1)
where ci ; dj are 2n mutually distinct complex numbers, has a long history in the
literature. Its determinant, inversion and factorization as a product of Vandermonde
and diagonal matrices can be found in [16,18,19,21]. The most important aspect of
the Cauchy matrix seems to be its connection with rational interpolation problems.
A rational interpolation problem with fixed pole characteristics can be transformed
into the solution of a Cauchy linear system.
Another important property of Cauchy matrices is related to its computational
advantage. It is invariant under permutation of columns and rows, and therefore,
pivoting techniques can be applied for a Cauchy system. The inverse of a Cauchy
matrix is still almost a Cauchy matrix. A Cauchy linear system can be solved in
O.n log2 n/ operations in general [6], which is superfast. Moreover, many special
types of structured matrices, such as Toeplitz, Hankel, and Toeplitz-plus-Hankel ma-
trices, can be transformed into Cauchy matrices with the help of discrete Fourier and
various real trigonometric (sine, cosine) transformations. See e.g., [8,11,12,14] for
further details.
Let Vk.c/ D .cji /n;k−1iD1;jD0 be the n k Vandermonde matrix, then T.1=.ci−dj //; Vk
.c/U is called a classical Cauchy–Vandermonde (CV) matrix. The CV matrix corre-
sponds to the rational interpolation with infinity as a pole. A comprehensive treat-
ment of the theory of rational interpolation problems can be found in the monograph
[1,2,4]. The recursion solution of the CV systems is also discussed in [7,10,20].
In [9], the so-called generalized Cauchy matrix
C D
 
zTi yj
ci − dj
!p;q
i;jD1
(1.2)
is discussed, where zi; yj are column vectors of length r; r is very small compared
with p or q. There the displacement structure, inversion and generalized inversion
formulas, interpolation interpretation for such a matrix are given. The recursion so-
lution of such a matrix system is also discussed. Let Vk.c; Z/ D TZ;D.c/Z; : : : ;D
.c/k−1ZU for k > 1 be generalized Vandermonde matrices, where D.c/ D diag
.ci/
p
iD1, Z D col.zTi /piD1: Then
Ck D TC;Vk.c; Z/U; k > 1;
are called generalized Cauchy–Vandermonde matrices, which have almost the same
properties as those of generalized Cauchy matrices. In [21], the (classical) confluent
Cauchy and CV matrices (i.e. with multiple interpolation nodes) are considered, the
inversion formulas and factorization forms are given as well.
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Motivated by Refs. [9,21] in the present paper we give a careful treatment of the
generalizations of both generalized Cauchy and CV matrices for the case of multiple
interpolation nodes, which are called generalized-confluent Cauchy and CV matrices
(GCC and GCCV matrices, for short), respectively. The basic concern here is to
study their four aspects of properties: the displacement structure, inversion formulas,
factorizations and interpolation interpretations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a simple relationship
between classical Cauchy matrices and generalized Cauchy matrices. Based on this
observation we point out that all the known properties given in [9] can be obtained
from those of Cauchy matrices by multiplying on the both sides by two suitable
block diagonal matrices. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of GCC and GCCV
matrices and develop a relationship between them and classical confluent Cauchy
and CV matrices. Then by employing the idea observed in Section 2, we get a whole
series of properties of GCC and GCCV matrices from those of classical confluent
Cauchy and CV matrices. In Section 4, the criteria of invertibility of GCC and GCCV
matrices are discussed, and formulas of their (right- and left-) inverses are given as
well.
Note that the recursion for GCCV matrices is much more complicated than that
for the simple node case. We omit this part in the paper, and will deal with it in
separate investigations.
2. Cauchy–Vandermonde and generalized Cauchy–Vandermonde matrices:
the simple node case
In this section, we first give a simple relationship between the classical CV matrix
and generalized CV matrix. Then we point out that most of the properties concerning
the generalized CV matrix, such as displacement structure, inversion formula, fac-
torization and interpolation interpretation, etc., can be obtained directly from those
of classical CV matrix by employing the relationship mentioned. This basic idea will
be also used in Section 3 for the confluent case. We note that the scalar rational
interpolation involving a classical CV matrix is generalized to the case of rational,
tangential interpolation in the sense of [2]. To begin with let us take Cauchy and
generalized Cauchy matrices as example to illustrate our idea. Let
c D .c1; : : : ; cp/ .ci =D ci0 if i =D i 0/ (2.1)
and
d D .d1; : : : ; dq/ .dj =D dj 0 if j =D j 0/ (2.2)
be fixed tuples of complex numbers with ci =D dj for all i and j, and
Z D col.zTi /piD1; Y D col.yTj /qjD1 (2.3)
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be two fixed matrices, where 0 =D zi , yj 2 Cr for i D 1; : : : ; p and j D 1; : : : ; q . We
assume that r is small compared with p or q.
Definition 2.1 T9U. We call the p  q matrix
C.c; d/ D

1
ci − dj
p;q
i;jD1
the (classical) Cauchy matrix corresponding to c, d, and the p  q matrix
C.D/ D
"
zTi yj
ci − dj
#p;q
i;jD1
the generalized Cauchy matrix corresponding to the data D D .c; d; Z; Y /.
Special cases of the generalized Cauchy matrix are the Cauchy and the Loewner
matrix and also the paired Cauchy matrix in the sense of [13], more precisely, when
r D 1 and all zi D yj D 1 we have C.D/ D C.c; d/, when r D 2 and zi D Ti 1UT,
yj D T1 − j UT.i; j 2 C/ we get the Loewner matrix, also when
r D 2 and c D .1; : : : ; m; 1; : : : ; n/; d D .!1; : : : ; !l/;
Z D

1 : : : 1 0 : : : 0
0 : : : 0 1 : : : 1
T
2 C.mCn/2; Y D

1 : : : 1
γ1 : : : γl
T
;
we get the paired Cauchy matrix:
S D

S1
S2

;
where
S1 D C.;!/ D

1
i − !k
m;l
i;kD1
;
S2 D C.;!I r/ D

γk
j − !k
n;l
j;kD1
:
Let us introduce two block diagonal matrices
D.Z/ D diag.zT1 ; : : : ; zTp/ and D.Y/ D diag.yT1 ; : : : ; yTq / (2.4)
determined by Z and Y, of which every diagonal block is 1  r: Then the following
relationship between the Cauchy matrix C.c; d/ and the generalized Cauchy matrix
C.D/ is obvious, and is the starting point of our analysis below.
Proposition 2.2. The matrices C.c; d/ and C.D/ are connected by
C.D/ D D.Z/.C.c; d/⊗ Ir /D.Y /T: (2.5)
The results of Propositions 2.3–2.7 for the classical Cauchy matrix C.c; d/ are
well known and can be checked directly.
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(i) Displacement structure
Proposition 2.3. The classical Cauchy matrix C.c; d/ satisfies the Sylvester equa-
tion
D.c/C.c; d/− C.c; d/D.d/ D epeTq ; (2.6)
where
D.c/Ddiag.c1; : : : ; cp/; D.d/ D diag.d1; : : : ; dq/
and
epDT1; : : : ; 1UT 2 Cp eq D T1; : : : ; 1UT 2 Cq :
(ii) Inversion formula
It is well known that when p D q ,C.c; d/ is nonsingular (see, e.g., [18,19]). From
(2.6) we obtain
D.d/C.c; d/−1 − C.c; d/−1D.c/ D −TC.c; d/−1epUTeTqC.c; d/−1U:
Proposition 2.4. Let u D Tu1; : : : ; uq UT and v D Tv1; : : : ; vpUT be the solutions of
the equations
C.c; d/u D ep and vTC.c; d/ D eTq : (2.7)
If p D q; then the inverse of C.c; d/ is given by
C.c; d/−1 D−C.d; c; u; v/ D −

uivj
di − cj
p
i;jD1
D−D.u/C.d; c/D.v/T; (2.8)
where D.u/ D diag.ui/qiD1 and D.v/ D diag.vj /pjD1. Thus the inversion of C.c; d/
is reduced to solving two fundamental equations in .2:7/:
(iii) Factorization
Assume that c D .c1; : : : ; cp/ and d D .d1; : : : ; dq/ are given. Let
Vq.c/ D .cji /p;q−1iD1;jD0 2 Cpq and Vq.d/ D .dji /q;q−1iD1;jD0 2 Cqq (2.9)
be the clasical Vandermonde matrices built on c and d, respectively. Put
b./ D
qY
jD1
.− dj / D
qX
kD0
bk
k;
bj ./ D b./
.− dj / .j D 1; : : : ; q/;
D1 D diag.b.ci//piD1 and D2 D diag.bj .dj //qjD1:
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Denote by
S.b/ D
2
666664
b1 b2    bq
b2    bq 0
:::
:::
bq 0    0
3
777775 2 C
qq
the symmetrizer of b./ in the sense of [17]. LetWq.d/ be the transformation matrix
of the standard basis .j /q−1jD0 into the interpolation basis .bj .//
q
jD1 on the space of
polynomials of degree at most n− 1:
.1; ; : : : ; q−1/Wq.d/ D .b1./; : : : ; bq.//:
Proposition 2.5 T6U. The classical Cauchy matrix C.c; d/ admits the following fac-
torizations:
C.c; d/ D D−11 Vq.c/S.b/Vq.d/T; (2.10)
C.c; d/ D D−11 Vq.c/Vq.d/−1D2; (2.11)
C.c; d/ D D−11 Vq.c/Wq.d/: (2.12)
Note that according to the reduction of the Bezout matrix via Vandermonde
matrices [3], we have
Vq.d/S.b/Vq.d/
T D D2 D Vq.d/Wq.d/:
(iv) Interpolation interpretation
Let us introduce scalar rational function with fixed poles d1; : : : ; dq :
f ./D
qX
jD1
j
− dj D

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq

.1; : : : ; q /
T (2.13)
D

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq

D.eq/
T;
where  D .1; : : : ; q /T 2 Cq , and D.eq/ D diag.1; : : : ; 1/ D Iq , the identity ma-
trix of size q  q . Then the following is easily checked.
Proposition 2.6. The vector  is a solution of the system
C.c; d/ D 
with a given vector  D .1; : : : ; p/T 2 Cp if and only if the scalar rational func-
tion f ./ defined by .2:13/ meets the interpolation conditions
f .ci/ D i .i D 1; : : : ; p/: (2.14)
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Eq. .2:14/ can be written in the matrix form
D.ep/f .c/ D ; (2.15)
where D.ep/ D Ip and f .c/ D Tf .c1/; : : : ; f .cp/UT.
Also, for u D .u1; : : : ; uq/T 2 Cq and v D .v1; : : : ; vp/T 2 Cp, let us introduce
two scalar rational functions
./ D 1 −
qX
jD1
uj
− dj D 1 −

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq

D.eq/
Tu; (2.16)
 ./ D 1 C
pX
iD1
vi
− ci D 1 C v
TD.ep/

1
− c1 ; : : : ;
1
− cp
T
; (2.17)
whereD.eq/ D Iq , andD.ep/ D Ip. The following is easily checked.
Proposition 2.7. If u and v are the solutions of Eqs. .2:7/; then and only then the
rational functions ./ and ./ defined by .2:16/ and .2:17/meet the interpolation
conditions
D.ep/.c/ D 0 or equivalently; .ci/ D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p/ (2.18)
and
 .d/D.eq/
T D 0 or equivalently;  .dj / D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q/; (2.19)
where .c/ D T.c1/; : : : ; .cp/UT;  .d/ D T .d1/; : : : ;  .dq/U.
Now upon starting with Proposition 2.2 and multiplying Eq. (2.6) ⊗ Ir by D.Z/
on the left and byD.Y/T on the right, we get the displacement structure of C.D/.
Proposition 2.8 T9U. The generalized Cauchy matrix C.D/ is the unique solution of
the Sylvester equation
D.c/C.D/− C.D/D.d/ D ZY T: (2.20)
Proof . Follows from Eq. (2.5) with the facts
D.Z/.D.c/⊗ Ir / D D.c/D.Z/; D.Y /.D.d/ ⊗ Ir / D D.d/D.Y /
and
D.Z/.ep ⊗ Ir / D Z; D.Y /.eq ⊗ Ir / D Y: 
Remark 1. Comparing (2.6) and (2.20) we have that if vectors ep and eq are for-
mally replaced by matrices Z and Y, respectively, then we get the generalized Cauchy
matrix C.D/ from the Cauchy matrix C.c; d/.
Also, let ep; eq and C.c; d/ in (2.7) be formally replaced by Z; Y , and C.D/,
respectively, we obtain the inverse formula of C.D/ from Proposition 2.4.
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Proposition 2.9 T9U. Suppose that X D col.xTi /qiD1; and W D col.!Tj /pjD1 with xi;
!j 2 Cr are the solutions of the fundamental equations
C.D/X D Z and WTC.D/ D Y T: (2.21)
If p D q and C.D/ is nonsingular, then the inverse of C.D/ is given by
C.c; d;Z; Y /−1 D−C.d; c;X;W/ D −
"
xTi !j
di − cj
#p
i;jD1
D−D.X/.C.d; c/ ⊗ Ir /D.W/T; (2.22)
where D.X/ D diag.xTi /qiD1 and D.W/ D diag.!Tj /pjD1.
Similarly, multiplying Eqs. (2.10)–(2.12) ⊗ Ir byD.Z/ on the left and byD.Y/T
on the right, respectively, we obtain the factorizations of the generalized Cauchy
matrix.
Proposition 2.10. Let C.D/ be defined by Definition 2:1. Then C.D/ has the follow-
ing factorization forms:
C.D/ D D−11 Vq.c; Z/.S.b/⊗ Ir /Vq.d; Y /T;
C.D/ D D−11 Vq.c; Z/.Vq.d/⊗ Ir /−1D.Y/TD2;
C.D/ D D−11 Vq.c; Z/Wq.d; Y /;
where
Vq.c; Z/ D D.Z/.Vq.c/⊗ Ir / D TZ;D.c/Z; : : : ;D.c/q−1ZU;
Vq.d; Y / D D.Y/.Vq.d/⊗ Ir / D TY;D.Y /Y; : : : ;D.d/q−1Y U; (2.23)
Wq.d; Y / D .Wq.d/⊗ Ir /D.Y /T:
Note that if Wq.d/ D .!1; : : : ; !q/ is of the column partitioned form,
thenWq.d; Y / D .!1 ⊗ y1; : : : ; !q ⊗ yq/, where !j ⊗ yj denotes the (right) tensor
product of !j 2 Cq and yj 2 Cr.j D 1; : : : ; q/:
For the interpolation interpretation of theC.D/ system, let eq and ep in (2.13) and
(2.15) be formally replaced by Y and Z, respectively, then
f ./ D

Ir
− d1 ; : : : ;
Ir
− dq

D.Y/T D
qX
jD1
yj
− dj j (2.24)
and we have the following.
Proposition 2.11 T9U. The vector  is a solution of the system
C.D/ D 
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with a given  D .1; : : : ; p/T 2 Cp if and only if the vector rational function f ./
defined by (2.24) meets the tangential interpolation conditions
zTi f .ci/ D i .i D 1; : : : ; p/
or equivalently in matrix form
D.Z/f .c/ D ; (2.25)
where f .c/ D col.f .ci//piD1.
Similarly, let u; v; ep and eq in (2.16) and (2.17) be formally replaced byX;W;Z
and Y, respectively, we get two r  r matrix rational functions
U./ D Ir −

Ir
− d1 ; : : : ;
Ir
− dq

D.Y/T D Ir −
qX
jD1
yj
− dj x
T
j (2.26)
and
W./DIr CWTD.Z/

Ir
− c1 ; : : : ;
Ir
− cp
T
DIr C
pX
iD1
!i
− ci z
T
i : (2.27)
Then we have the homogeneous tangential interpolation interpretation of equations
(2.21) as follows.
Proposition 2.12 T9U. If X and W are the solutions of the fundamental equations
.2:21/; then and only then the matrix rational functions U./ and W./ defined by
Eqs. .2:26/ and .2:27/ meet the .left and right/ homogeneous tangential interpola-
tion conditions
D.Z/U.c/ D 0 or equivalently; zTi U.ci/ D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p/ (2.28)
and
W.d/D.Y /T D 0 or equivalently; W.dj /yj D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q/; (2.29)
where U.c/ D col.U.ci//piD1 and W.d/ D row.W.dj //qjD1.
Now we turn to a connection of the classical CV matrix with the generalized
CV matrix, which is much the same as that of the classical Cauchy matrix with the
generalized Cauchy matrix. In the rest of this section we only give the corresponding
results without proofs.
Definition 2.13 T9U. Let m > 1. We call matrices Cm.c; d/ D TC.c; d/; Vm.c/U
2 Cp.qCm/ the Cauchy–Vandermonde (CV) matrices corresponding to c; d;
and Cm.D/ D TC.D/; Vm.c; Z/U 2 Cp.qCmr/ the generalized Cauchy–
Vandermonde (GCV) matrices corresponding to the data D D .c; d; Z; Y /, where
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Vm.c/; Vm.c; Z/ are defined as in (2.9) and (2.23). Also, C−m.c; d/ and C−m.D/ are
defined by
C−m.c; d/ D

C.c; d/
Vm.d/T

2 C.pCm/q
and
C−m.D/ D

C.D/
Vm.d; Y /T

2 C.pCmr/q :
Form D 0, define C0.c; d/ D C.c; d/ and C0.D/ D C.D/.
Note that
Cm.D/T D C−m.d; c; Y;Z/:
Thus the transposed matrices of CV and GCV matrices are also CV and GCV matri-
ces.
Let us introduce the following block diagonal matrix form > 0
D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir / D

D.Y/ O
O Im ⊗ Ir

D
2
6664
D.Y/ 0 : : : 0
0 Ir : : : 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
0 0 : : : Ir
3
7775 : (2.30)
In casem D 0; D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir / D D.Y/. Then taking the form (2.6) into account, we
get a simple relationship between Cm.c; d/ and Cm.D/.
Theorem 2.14. The matrices Cm.c; d/ and Cm.D/ are connected by
Cm.D/ D D.Z/.Cm.c; d/⊗ Ir /D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T: (2.31)
Propositions 2.15–2.20 below for the classical CV matrixCm.c; d/ are well known
and can be checked directly, see [6,21].
Proposition 2.15. Let m > 1. The matrix Cm.c; d/ satisfies the Sylvester equation
D.c/Cm.c; d/− Cm.c; d/Dm.d; eq/ D D.c/mepeTC; (2.32)
where
eC D T0; : : : ; 0; 1UT 2 CqCm; e− D T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT 2 Cm;
Dm.d; eq/ D

D.d/ O
e−eTq S

and
S D
2
6664
0 0 : : : 0
1 0 : : : 0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0 : : : 1 0
3
7775 2 Cmm
which is the forward shift matrix of size mm.
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Proposition 2.16. Letm > 1; and let x D .x1; : : : ; xqCm/T and! D .!1; : : : ; !p/T
be the solutions of equations
Cm.c; d/x D D.c/mep and !TCm.c; d/ D eTC: (2.33)
If p D q Cm; then the inverse Cm.c; d/−1 is given by
C−1m .c; d/ D
−Iq 0
0 H

C−m.d; c; x; !/; (2.34)
where
H D
2
66664
−xqC2 : : : −xqCm 1
::: 1 0
−xqCm
:::
1 0 : : : 0
3
77775 :
Proposition 2.17. The matrix Cm.c; d/ admits the following factorization
Cm.c; d/ D D−11 VqCm.c/ QWqCm.d/; (2.35)
where D1 is as before; VqCm.c/ D .cji /p;qCm−1iD1;jD0 ; and QWqCm.d/ is such that
.1; ; : : : ; qCm−1/ QWqCm.d/ D .b1./; : : : ; bq./; b./; : : : ; m−1b.//:
Note that QWqCm.d/ is invertible and has the partitioned form
QWqCm.d/ D

Wq.d/ B
0 E

; (2.36)
where

B
E

D
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
b0 0 : : : 0
b1 b0
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
::: b0
bq−1 b1
1 bq−1
.
.
.
0 1
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. bq−1
0 : : : 0 1
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
is the .q Cm/m striped matrix of the polynomial b./ D b0 C b1C    C bq−1
q−1 C q; B 2 Cqm;E 2 Cmm. In case of m D 0; QWqCm.d/ D Wq.d/.
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Let
f ./D
qX
jD1
j
− dj C
mX
jD1
qCj j−1
D

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq ; 1; ; : : : ; 
m−1

D.eq; Im/
T Q; (2.37)
where D.eq; Im/ D diag.D.eq/; Im/ D IqCm, and Q D .1; : : : ; qCm/T 2 CqCm.
Then we have the interpolation interpretation of the system
Cm.c; d/Q D  (2.38)
with a given  D .1; : : : ; p/T 2 Cp.
Proposition 2.18. Assume thatm > 0. The vector Q D .1; : : : ; qCm/T is a solution
of Eq. .2:38/ if and only if the scalar rational function f ./ of the form .2:37/meets
the interpolation conditions
f .ci/ D i .i D 1; : : : ; p/ or D.ep/f .c/ D ; (2.39)
where D.ep/ D Ip and f .c/ D col.f .ci//piD1.
For the case −m < 0, let  D .1; : : : ; q /T 2 Cq , and
f ./ D
qX
jD1
j
− dj D

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq

D.eq/
T: (2.40)
Then we have the following.
Proposition 2.19. Assume m > 0. The vector  is a solution of the system
C−m.c; d/ D Q
with a given Q D .1; : : : ; pCm/T 2 CpCm if and only if the scalar rational function
f ./ of the form .2:40/ meets the interpolation conditions .2:39/; and; in addition
.f /p−i D i .i D p C 1; : : : ; p Cm/;
where .f /−1; : : : ; .f /−m are the first m Markov parameters of f ./; i.e., f ./ DP−1
iD−1 fii is the Laurent series expansion of f ./ at infinity.
Let m > 0; x D .x1; : : : ; xqCm/T 2 CqCm;! D .!1; : : : ; !p/T 2 Cp, and
./Dm −
qX
jD1
xj
− dj −
mX
jD1
xjCqj−1
Dm −

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq ; 1; : : : ; 
m−1

D.eq; Im/
Tx; (2.41)
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 ./ D
pX
iD1
!i
− ci D !
TD.ep/

1
− c1 ; : : : ;
1
− cp
T
: (2.42)
Then we have the interpolation interpretation of the fundamental equations (2.33).
Proposition 2.20. Assume that m > 0. If x and ! are the solutions of Eqs. .2:33/;
then and only then the rational functions ./ and ./ defined by .2:41/ and .2:42/
meet the interpolation conditions
D.ep/.c/ D 0 or equivalently, .ci/ D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p/ (2.43)
and
 .d/D.eq/
T D 0 or equivalently;  .dj / D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q/; (2.44)
in addition;
. /j D 0 .j D −1; : : : ; 1 −m/; . /−m D 1:
Upon starting with Theorem 2.14 and multiplying (2.32) ⊗ Ir on the left byD.Z/
and on the right by D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T, we get the displacement structure of Cm.D/.
Proposition 2.21 T9U. Assume that m > 1. The GCV matrix Cm.D/ satisfies the Syl-
vester equation
D.c/Cm.D/− Cm.D/Dm.d; Y / D D.c/mZETC; (2.45)
where EC DT0; : : : ; 0; Ir UT 2 C.qCmr/r ; E− De− ⊗ Ir DTIr; 0; : : : ; 0UT 2 Cmrr ;
Dm.d; Y / D

D.d/ O
E−Y T Sm

and
Sm D S ⊗ Ir D
2
6664
0 0 : : : 0
Ir 0 0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0 : : : Ir 0
3
7775 : (2.46)
Proposition 2.21 implies that in the case r > 1; Cm.c; d/; ep; eq ; eC; e− and S in
Eq. (2.32) should be formally replaced by Cm.D/; Z; Y;EC; E− and Sm, respective-
ly, in order to get Eq. (2.45).
For the inversion ofCm.D/, let ep; eC; x and! in Eqs. (2.33) be formally replaced
by Z;EC;X and W, respectively. Then we have the following.
Proposition 2.22 T9U. Let
X D
"
col.xTj /
q
jD1
col.Xj /mjD1
#
and W D col.!Ti /piD1;
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where xj ; !i 2 Cr .j D 1; : : : ; q; i D 1; : : : ; p/ and Xj 2 Crr .j D 1; : : : ;m/; be
the solutions of equations
Cm.D/X D D.c/mZ and WTCm.D/ D ETC: (2.47)
If p D q Cmr; and Cm.D/ is invertible; then the inverse Cm.D/−1 is given by
Cm.D/−1 D
−Iq O
O H

C−m.d; c;X;W/; (2.48)
where
H D
2
66664
−X2 : : : −Xm Ir
::: O
−Xm
:::
Ir O : : : O
3
77775 :
Upon starting from Theorem 2.14 and Proposition 2.17, and multiplying
Eq. (2.35) ⊗ Ir by D.Z/ on the left and by D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T on the right, we im-
mediately get a factorization of Cm.D/. Thus we have the following.
Proposition 2.23. The GCV matrix Cm.D/ admits the following factorization:
Cm.D/ D D−11 VqCm.c;Z/ QWqCm.d; Y /; (2.49)
where VqCm.c;Z/; is defined as in .2:23/; and
QWqCm.d; Y / D

Wq.d; Y / B ⊗ Ir
O E ⊗ Ir

: (2.50)
For the interpolation interpretation of the Cm.D/ system, let D.eq; Im/ in (2.37)
be formally replaced by D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /, we get the vector rational function
f ./D

Ir
− d1 ; : : : ;
Ir
− dq Ir ; Ir ; : : : ; 
m−1Ir

D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T
D
qX
jD1
j
− dj yj C
mX
jD1
jCqj−1; (2.51)
where  D col.j /qCmjD1 with j 2 C for j D 1; : : : ; q and jCq 2 Cr for jD1; : : : ;m.
Let now ep in (2.39) be formally replaced by Z. Then we have the following.
Proposition 2.24. Assume m > 0. Then the vector  D col.j /qCmjD1 2 CqCmr is a
solution of the equation
Cm.D/ D 
with a given vector  D .i/piD1 2 Cp if and only if the rational function f ./ of theform .2:51/ meets the tangential interpolation conditions
D.Z/f .c/ D  or equivalently, zTi f .ci/ D i.i D 1; : : : ; p/: (2.52)
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Finally, let D.eq; Im/;D.ep/; x and ! in (2.41) and (2.42) be formally replaced
by D.Y; Im− ⊗ Ir /;D.Z/;X and W, respectively. We get two r  r matrix rational
functions
U./DmIr −

Ir
− d1 ; : : : ;
Ir
− dq Ir ; : : : ; 
m−1Ir

D.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /TX
DmIr −
qX
jD1
yj
− dj x
T
j −
mX
jD1
Xj
j−1; (2.53)
W./ D WTD.Z/

Ir
− c1 ; : : : ;
Ir
− cp
T
D
pX
iD1
!i
− ci z
T
i : (2.54)
Let ep, eq in (2.43) and (2.44) be formally replaced by Z; Y , respectively. Then we
get the interpolation interpretation of the fundamental equations (2.47).
Proposition 2.25 T9U. Assume m > 0. If X and W are the solutions of Eqs. .2:47/;
then and only then the matrix rational functions U./ and W./ defined by Eqs.
.2:53/ and .2:54/ meet the following .left and right/ homogeneous tangential inter-
polation conditions:
D.Z/U.c/ D 0 or equivalently, zTi U.ci/ D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p/;
W.d/D.Y /T D 0 or equivalently, W.dj /yj D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q/;
and; in addition;
.W/j D 0 .j D −1; : : : ; 1 −m/; .W/−m D Ir ;
where .W/−1; : : : ; .W/−m are the first m Markov parameters of W./ of the form
.2:54/:
3. GCCV matrices: the main results
In this section, we give the definitions of generalized-confluent Cauchy and CV
matrices, and point out a simple relationship between them and (classical) confluent
Cauchy and CV matrices. Then according to this relation, and following the idea
observed in Section 2, we present the main properties of GCC and GCCV matrices,
i.e., the displacement structure, inversion formula, factorization and interpolation
interpretation.
Let us begin with a few words on notation, which we shall use throughout the rest
of the paper. Let
c D (Tc1; 1U; : : : ; Tcp; pU ; (3.1)
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ci =D ci0 if i =D i 0;
pX
iD1
i D n1
!
and
d D (Td1; 1U; : : : ; Tdq; q U ; (3.2)0
@dj =D dj 0 if j =D j 0; qX
jD1
j D n2
1
A
be two sequences of interpolation nodes with ci =D dj for all i; j; where n1 and n2
will be called the lengths of c and d, respectively. Also let Z D col.Zi/piD1 2 Cn1r
with Zi D col.zTik/i−1kD0 and Y D col.Yj /qjD1 2 Cn2r with Yj D col.yTj l/
j−1
lD0 be two
fixed complex matrices, where zik , yjl 2 Cr for all i; j; k; l. We assume that r is very
small compared with n1 or n2. Denote by D D .c; d; Z; Y / the quadruple of c; d; Z
and Y.
In connection with the given sequences c and d, we introduce the following poly-
nomials:
a.x/ D
pY
iD1
.x − ci/i ; b.x/ D
qY
jD1
.x − dj /j ;
.deg a.x/ D n1; deg b.x/ D n2/;
aik.x/ D a.x/
.x − ci/kC1 ; i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; : : : ; i − 1;
bjl.x/ D b.x/
.x − dj /lC1 ; j D 1; : : : ; q; l D 0; : : : ; j − 1:
Also let J .c/ D diag.J .ci//piD1 be the Jordan canonical form corresponding to c,
where J .ci/ is the lower triangular Jordan cell of size i  i corresponding to
ci . Similarly, for J .d/ D diag.J .dj //qjD1, the Jordan canonical form corresponding
to d.
With the data D we associate two classes of matrices.
Definition 3.1. We call the n1  n2 block matrix
C D C.D/ D .Cij /p;qi;jD1 (3.3)
the GCC matrix corresponding to the data D D .c; d; Z; Y /, where
Cij D.Cik;j l/i−1;j−1kD0;lD0 2 Cij ;
Cik;j lD
kX
D0
lX
D0
zTi;k−yj;l−
1
WW
oC
oo

1
− 

Dci ;Ddj
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D
kX
D0
lX
D0
zTi;k−yj;l−

 C 


.−1/
.ci − dj /CC1 :
Let now
Vm.c;Z/DTZ; J .c/Z; : : : ; J .c/m−1ZU
Dcol.Zi; J .ci/Zi; : : : ; J .ci/m−1Zi/piD1 (3.4)
for m > 1 be the generalized-Vandermonde matrices, and Cm D Cm.D/ consisting
of a Cauchy part and a Vandermonde part, which are defined by
C0 D C; Cm D TC;Vm.c;Z/U; C−m D

C
Vm.d; Y /
T

.m > 1/: (3.5)
Note that Cm 2 Cn1.n2Cmr/, C−m 2 C.n1Cmr/n2 form > 0.
Definition 3.2. The matrices Cm of form (3.5) will be called GCCV matrices, cor-
responding to the data D.
The following two remarks are important and easily checked.
Remark 2. In the case when r D 1, Z VD z D col.zi/piD1, with zi D T1 0 : : :0UT 2
Ci , and Y VD y D col.yj /qjD1, with yj D T1 0 : : : 0UT 2 Cj , we get the conflu-
ent Cauchy and Cauchy–Vandermonde matrices (see [21]), also denoted by C.c; d/
and Cm.c; d/, respectively. Note that
C.c; d/ D .Cij /p;qi;jD1 2 Cn1n2 ;
Cij D .Cik;j l/i−1;j−1k;lD0 with Cik;j l D

k C l
k

:
.−1/k
.ci − dj /kClC1 I
Cm.c; d/ D TC.c; d/; Vm.c/U 2 Cn1.n2Cm/;
where Vm.c/ is the confluent Vandermonde matrices of size n1 m corresponding
to c defined by
Vm.c/ D
2
4 Vm.c1/:::
Vm.cp/
3
5 ; where Vm.ci/ D

l
k

cl−ki
i−1;m−1
kD0;lD0
: (3.6)
Note that Vm.c/ D Vm.c; z/ D Tz; J .c/z; : : : ; J .c/m−1zU. For the sake of unification,
we may write C.c; d/ D C.c; d; z; y/ and Cm.c; d/ D Cm.c; d; z; y/. One can show
that in case of n1 D m;Vm.c/ is invertible. Moreover, it is known that both C.c; d/
and Cm.c; d/ are invertible if they are square (see [21], also see Eqs. (3.28) and
(3.29) below).
Remark 3. The transpose of the GCCV matrix Cm is given by
Cm.c; d;Z; Y /
T D −C−m.d; c;−Y;−Z/:
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Thus the transpose of a GCCV matrix is also a GCCV matrix, and in many situations
it is sufficient to consider one of the cases m > 0 and −m < 0.
Now let us explicate a relationship between the classical confluent Cauchy and
CV matrices (r D 1) on the one hand and GCCV matrix (r > 1/ on the other. For
this purpose we introduce the following lower triangular block Toeplitz matrices:
L.Zi/ D
0
BBB@
zTi0 0    0
zTi1 z
T
i0    0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
zTi;i−1    zTi1 zTi0
1
CCCA (3.7)
of which the first column is equal to Zi , every block is 1  r , and L.Z/ D
diag.L.Zi//piD1. Also L.Yj / is defined in the same way, L.Y / D diag.L.Yj //qjD1.
Then based on Definition 3.1 and Remark 2, the following is easily checked.
Proposition 3.3. Let C.D/ and C.c; d/ be defined as in Definition 3:1 and Remark
2; respectively; then they satisfy the relationship
C.D/ D L.Z/.C.c; d/⊗ Ir /L.Y /T: (3.8)
Before giving a simple relationship between Cm.D/ and Cm.c; d/ we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. The following hold trueV
.a/ L.Z/.J .c/⊗ Ir / D J .c/L.Z/I
.b/ L.Y /.J .d/⊗ Ir / D J .d/L.Y /:
Proof . Follows by a direct calculation. 
Let us introduce the following block diagonal matrix
L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir / D

L.Y / O
O Im ⊗ Ir

; (3.9)
then according to Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 1, we have the following.
Proposition 3.4. Let Cm.D/ and Cm.c; d/ be defined as in Definition 3:2 and
Remark 2; respectively; then they satisfy the relationship
Cm.D/ D L.Z/.Cm.c; d/⊗ Ir /L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T: (3.10)
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Proof . Note that by definition
Cm.D/ D TC.D/; Vm.c; Z/U and Cm.c; d/ D TC.c; d/; Vm.c/U;
then according to Proposition 3.3, we have
L.Z/.Cm.c; d/⊗ Ir /L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T
D L.Z/TC.c; d/⊗ Ir ; Vm.c/⊗ Ir U

L.Y /T O
O Im ⊗ Ir

D TL.Z/.C.c; d/⊗ Ir /L.Y /T; L.Z/.Vm.c/⊗ Ir /U
D TC.D/; L.Z/.Vm.c/⊗ Ir /U:
It is sufficient to show that L.Z/.Vm.c/⊗ Ir / is equal to Vm.c;Z/. Indeed, ac-
cording to Lemma 1,L.Z/.Vm.c/⊗ Ir / D L.Z/T.z⊗ Ir /; .J .c/⊗ Ir /.z⊗ Ir /; : : : ;
.J .c/m−1 ⊗ Ir /.z⊗ Ir /U = TL.Z/.z⊗ Ir /; J .c/L.Z/.z⊗ Ir /; : : : ; J .c/m−1L.Z/
.z⊗ Ir /U = TZ; J .c/Z; : : : ; J .c/m−1ZU = Vm.c;Z/. 
Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 say in fact that most of the properties concerning classical
confluent Cauchy and CV matrices .r D 1/, such as their displacement structures,
inversion formulas, factorization forms and interpolation interpretations etc., can be
transformed into the GCC and GCCV case .r > 1/ by multiplying the former by
suitable block diagonal matrices on the left and on the right. First we list the main
results for the classical confluent case.
(i) Displacement structure
Firstly, we need the following lemma for the solution of Sylvester equation.
Lemma 2. Suppose that J .!/ and J .z/ are the mm and n n lower triangular
Jordan blocks; respectively; and
C D TCklUm−1;n−1k;lD0
is an m n matrix and ! =D z. Then the Sylvester matrix equation
J .!/X −XJ.z/T D C (3.11)
has the unique solution X D .Xkl/m−1;n−1k;lD0 given by
Xkl D
kX
D0
lX
D0
Ck−;l−

 C 


.−1/
.! − z/CC1 : (3.12)
The details of proof of Lemma 2 can be found in Appendix A of [2]. We note that
when ! =D z the uniqueness of solution of Eq. (3.11) is a well-known fact, since the
spectra of J .!/ and J .z/ have no common, and if !; z have negative and positive
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real parts (i.e., !; z in the open left and right half plane), respectively, the solution of
Eq. (3.11) can be explicitly given by
X D −
Z C1
0
eJ .!/tCe−J .z/T t dt (3.13)
(see, for example, [17, Theorem 12.3.3]). In this case, straightforward calculation
shows that the X in (3.13) is just the same as Eq. (3.12).
Theorem 3.5. The confluent Cauchy matrix C.c; d/ is the unique solution of the
Sylvester equation
J .c/C.c; d/− C.c; d/J .d/T D zyT; (3.14)
where y; z are the same as in Remark 2.
Proof . According to the block structures of J .c/, J .d/ and C.c; d/, Eq. (3.14) is
equivalent to the following systems of equations
J .ci/Cij − Cij J .dj /T D ziyTj (3.15)
for j D 1; : : : ; p and j D 1; : : : ; q . Note that
ziy
T
j D
0
BB@
1 0    0
0 0    0
:::
:::
:::
0 0    0
1
CCA 2 Cij :
Then by Lemma 2, the unique solution of Eq. (3.15) is given by
Cij D .Cik;j l/i−1;j−1kD0;lD0 ;
where
Cik;j l D

k C l
k

.−1/k
.ci − dj /kClC1 :
Thus C.c; d/ D .Cij /p;qi;jD1 in terms of Remark 2. 
Let us introduce the matrix of order n2 Cm:
Jm.d; y/ D

J .d/ yeT−
O ST

;
where e−, S and y are defined as in Proposition 2.15 and Remark 2. Then we have
the following.
Theorem 3.6. The confluent CV matrix Cm.c; d/ satisfies the Sylvester equation
J .c/Cm.c; d/− Cm.c; d/J Tm.d; y/ D J .c/mzeTC; (3.16)
where eC D T0; : : : ; 0; 1UT 2 Cn2Cm.
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Proof . We have
J .c/Cm.c; d/− Cm.c; d/J Tm.d; y/
D TJ .c/C.c; d/− C.c; d/J .d/T − Vm.c/e−yT; J .c/Vm.c/− Vm.c/SU:
Since Vm.c/e−yT D zyT, by Theorem 3.5
Vm.c/e−yT D J .c/C.c; d/− C.c; d/J .d/T: (3.17)
Also,
J .c/Vm.c/− Vm.c/S D T0 : : :0 J .c/mzU: (3.18)
Combining Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18), the assertion follows immediately. 
(ii) Inversion formula
Let
J1 D diag.Ji /piD1 2 Cn1n1 and J2 D diag.Jj /qjD1 2 Cn2n2 ;
where
Ji D
0
BB@
0    1
0    1 0
:::
:::
1    0
1
CCA 2 Cii ;
similarly, Jj is defined. Note that
Ji J .ci/Ji D J .ci/T; J1J .c/J1 D J .c/T; J T1 D J1; J 21 D In1 :
Similarly, J2J .d/J2 D J .d/T, J T2 D J2, J 22 D In2 .
Multiplying Eq. (3.14) by J1 on the left and by J2 on the right, we have
J .c/T.J1C.c; d/J2/− .J1C.c; d/J2/J .d/ D .J1z/.J2y/T:
Hence, in the case n1 D n2,
J .d/.J1C.c; d/J2/
−1 − .J1C.c; d/J2/−1J .c/T
D −.J2C.c; d/−1z/.yTC.c; d/−1J1/:
Then by Theorem 3.5 we have the following.
Theorem 3.7. Let C.c; d/ be the confluent Cauchy matrix defined as in Remark 2;
and let x; ! be the solutions of equations
.C.c; d/J2/x D z; (3.19)
!T.J1C.c; d// D yT: (3.20)
If n1 D n2; then the inverse of C.c; d/ is given by
C.c; d/−1 D −J2C.d; c; x; !/J1:
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Similarly, if n1 D n2 Cm, from Eq. (3.16) we have
J Tm.d; y/Cm.c; d/
−1 − Cm.c; d/−1J .c/
D −TCm.c; d/−1J .c/mzUTeTCCm.c; d/−1U: (3.21)
Denote by x; ! the solutions of equations
Cm.c; d/x D J .c/mz (3.22)
and
!TCm.c; d/ D eTC: (3.23)
Let Cm.c; d/−1 be partitioned into the form
Cm.c; d/
−1 D

B 0
B 00

;
where B 0 has size n2  n1, and B 00 has size m n1, and let
x D

x 0
x 00

D

col.xj /qjD1
col.Xj /mjD1

2 Cn2Cm;
where xj 2 Cj , Xj 2 C. Then we have
J .d/TB 0 − B 0J .c/ D −x 0!T;
and therefore,
J .d/.J2B
0J1/− .J2B 0J1/J .c/T D −.J2x 0/.J1!/T:
Again by Theorem 3.5 this implies
.J2B
0J1/ D −C.d; c; J2x 0; J1!/
or equivalently,
B 0 D −J2C.d; c; J2x 0; J1!/J1: (3.24)
Furthermore, we have according to Eq. (3.21)
e−yTB 0 C SB 00 − B 00J .c/ D −x 00!T;
and therefore,
e−yT.B 0J1/C S.B 00J1/− .B 00J1/J T.c/ D −x 00.J1!/T: (3.25)
We introduce the column vectors ek D T0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0UT 2 Cm;where the con-
stant 1 stands at the kth position, and Bk D eTk .B 00J1/ 2 C1n1 , k D 1; : : : ;m. Then
Eq. (3.25) gives us the recursion relation
Bk−1 D BkJ .c/T −Xk.J1!/T; k D 2; : : : ;m: (3.26)
From Eq. (3.23), we have !T D eTmB 00 and thus Bm D !TJ1. Taking this into ac-
count, Eq. (3.26) leads to
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B 00J1 D
2
4 B1:::
Bm
3
5 D HVm.c; J1!/T
or what is the same,
B 00 D HVm.c; J1!/TJ1; (3.27)
where
H D
2
664
−X2    −Xm 1
:::
:::
−Xm
1    O
3
775 :
Combining Eqs. (3.24) and (3.27), we have proved the following.
Theorem 3.8. Let Cm.c; d/ be the n1  .n2 Cm/ confluent CV matrix; and let
x D

x 0
x 00

D

col.col.xjl/
j−1
lD0 /
q
jD1
col.Xj /mjD1

2 Cn2Cm
and
! D col.col.!ik/i−1kD0 /piD1 2 Cn1 ;
where xjl; !ik and Xj 2 C; be the solutions of Eqs. .3:22/ and .3:23/; respectively.
If n1 D n2 Cm; then the inverse Cm.c; d/−1 is given by
C−1m .c; d/ D
−J2 O
O H

C−m.d; c; J2x 0; J1!/J1:
We remark that the other forms of inversion formulas for C.c; d/ and Cm.c; d/
have been obtained in a different way (see [21, Lemma 12 and Theorem 21]).
(iii) Factorization
The following two propositions for factorizations of confluent Cauchy and CV
matrices are known, see [21, Lemma 8 and Lemma 17].
Proposition 3.9 T21U. The n1  n2 confluent Cauchy matrix C.c; d/ admits the fol-
lowing factorization
C.c; d/ D D−11 Vn2.c/Wn2.d/; (3.28)
where Vn2.c/ is defined as in Eq. .3:6/; D1 D diagTb.J .ci//UpiD1 2 Cn1n2 is the
block diagonal matrix consisting of lower triangular Toeplitz matrices; and Wn2.d/
is the transformation matrix of the standard basis .i/n2−1iD0 into the basis .bjl.x// on
the space of polynomials of degree at most n2 − 1; or equivalently;
.1; ; : : : ; n2−1/Wn2.d/
D .b10./; : : : ; b1;1−1./; : : : ; bq0./; : : : ; bq;q−1.//:
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Proposition 3.10 T21U. The n1  .n2 Cm/ confluent CV matrix Cm.c; d/ admits the
following factorization
Cm.c; d/ D D−11 Vn2Cm.c/Wn2Cm.d/; (3.29)
whereD1 is as in Proposition 3:9; Vn2Cm.c/ 2 Cn1.n2Cm/ as in Eq. .3:6/ with n2 C
m in place of m; andWn2Cm.d/ 2 C.n2Cm/.n2Cm/ satisfies
.1; ; : : : ; n2Cm−1/Wn2Cm.d/
D .b10./; : : : ; b1;1−1./; : : : ; bq0./; : : : ; bqq−1./;
b./; b./; : : : ; m−1b.//:
If b./ D b0 C b1C    C bn2−1n2−1 C n2 ; then Wn2Cm.d/ has the partitioned
form
Wn2Cm.d/ D

Wn2.d/ B
O E

; (3.30)
where

B
E

D
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
b0 0    0
b1 b0    0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
bn2−1
.
.
. b0
1 bn2−1 b1
0 1
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. bn2−1
0    0 1
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
is the .n2 Cm/m striped matrix of b./; B 2 Cn2m;E 2 Cm m.
(iv) Interpolation interpretation
Let
Bn2./ D

1
− d1 ; : : : ;
1
.− d1/1 ; : : : ;
1
− dq ; : : : ;
1
.− dq/q

; (3.31)
and  D col.j /qjD1 2 Cn2; j D col.jl /
j−1
lD0 ; jl 2 C. Define the scalar rational
function f ./ by
f ./ D Bn2./ D Bn2./L.y/T D
qX
jD1
j−1X
lD0
jl
.− dj /lC1 : (3.32)
Note that here L.y/ D diag.L.yj // D diag.Ij / D In2 . Then the following is easily
checked.
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Proposition 3.11. The vector  2 Cn2 is a solution of the system
C.c; d/ D 
with a given  D col.i/piD1; i D col.ik/i−1kD0 if and only if the rational function
f ./ of the form .3:32/ meets the interpolation conditions
1
kW
dk
dk
f .ci/ D ik; i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1;
or in the matrix form
L.z/f .c/ D ; (3.33)
where L.z/ D diag.Ii / D In1 and
f .c/ D col.f .ci//piD1; f .ci/ D col
 
f .k/.ci/
kW
!i−1
kD0
: (3.34)
Further on let
Bn2Cm./ D TBn2./; 1; ; : : : ; m−1U; (3.35)
and  D col.j /qCmjD1 , where j D col.jl /
j−1
lD0 for j D 1; : : : ; q , and j 2 C other-
wise. Define
f ./DBn2Cm./ D Bn2Cm./L.y; Im/T 
D
qX
jD1
j−1X
lD0
j l
.− dj /lC1 C
mX
jD1
qCj j−1: (3.36)
Note that here L.y; Im/ D diag.L.y/; Im/ D In2Cm.
Proposition 3.12. The vector  2 Cn2Cm is a solution of the system
Cm.c; d/ D 
with  as in Proposition 3:11 if and only if the rational function of form .3:36/meets
the interpolation conditions
1
kWf
.k/.ci/ D ik .i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1/;
or in the matrix form
L.z/f .c/ D ; (3.37)
where L.z/ D In1 and f .c/ is as in Eq. .3:34/ with f ./ of form .3:36/ in place of
that of form .3:32/:
Let us introduce two scalar rational functions
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./ D 1 − Bn2./J2x D 1 − Bn2./L.y/TJ2x; (3.38)
 ./ D 1 C !TJ1BTn1./ D 1 C !TJ1L.z/BTn1./; (3.39)
where Bn2./ is as in Eq. (3.31), x 2 Cn2 ; ! 2 Cn1 and
Bn1./ D

1
− c1 ; : : : ;
1
.− c1/1 ; : : : ;
1
− cp ; : : : ;
1
.− cp/p

: (3.40)
Then we have the interpolation interpretations of Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20).
Proposition 3.13. If x and ! are the solutions for Eqs. .3:19/ and .3:20/;
respectively; then and only then the rational functions ./ and  ./ of the forms
.3:38/ and .3:39/ meet the homogeneous interpolation conditions
1
kW
k.ci/ D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1/
or in the matrix form
L.z/.c/ D 0 (3.41)
and
1
lW 
.l/.dj / D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q; l D 0; 1; : : : ; j − 1/
or in the matrix form
 .d/L.y/T D 0; (3.42)
where L.z/ D In1 ; L.y/ D In2 ; .c/ is defined as in Eq. .3:34/ but with  in place
of f; and
 .d/ D row. .dj //qjD1 ;  .dj / D row

1
lW 
.l/.dj /
j−1
lD0
: (3.43)
For the interpolation interpretation of Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) we consider
./ D m − Bn2Cm./x D m − Bn2Cm./L.y; Im/Tx (3.44)
and
 ./ D !TBn1./T D !TL.z/BTn1./; (3.45)
where x 2 Cn2 and ! 2 Cn1 .
Proposition 3.14. If x and ! are the solutions of Eqs. .3:22/ and .3:23/; respec-
tively, then and only then the rational functions ./ and  ./ of forms .3:44/ and
.3:45/ meet the interpolation conditions
1
kW
.k/.ci/ D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1/
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or in the matrix form
L.z/.c/ D 0; (3.46)
1
lW 
.l/.dj / D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q; l D 0; 1; : : : ; j − 1/
or in the matrix form
 .d/L.y/T D 0; (3.47)
and; in addition
. /j D 0 .j D −1; : : : ; 1 −m/; . /−m D 1;
where . /−1; : : : ; . /−m are the first m Markov parameters of  ./ of form .3:45/.
Now from the relationships (3.8) and (3.10), it is easily checked that all of Theo-
rems 3.5–3.14 can be generalized to the general case of r > 1.
For the displacement structure, multiplying .3:14/⊗ Ir by L.Z/ on the left and
by L.Y /T on the right, we get the following.
Theorem 3.15. The n1  n2 GCC matrix C.D/ is the unique solution of the Sylves-
ter equation
J .c/C.D/− C.D/J .d/T D ZY T: (3.48)
Note that L.Z/.z⊗ Ir / D Z and L.Y /.y ⊗ Ir / D Y , thus, z and y in Eq. (3.14)
are formally replaced by Z and Y, respectively.
Similarly, multiplying .3:16/⊗ Ir by L.Z/ on the left and by L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T on
the right, we get the following.
Theorem 3.16. The GCCV matrix Cm.D/ satisfies the Sylvester equation
J .c/Cm.D/− Cm.D/Jm.d; Y /T D J .c/mZETC; (3.49)
where
Jm.d; Y / D

J .d/ YET−
O STm

; (3.50)
E− D e− ⊗ Ir D TIr ; 0; : : : ; 0UT;
EC D T0; : : : ; 0; Ir UT 2 C.n2Cmr/r ;
Sm is as in Eq. (2.46).
For the inversion formula of C.D/, the fundamental equations (3.19) and (3.20)
have to be replaced by the equations
.CJ2/X D Z and WT.J1C/ D Y T: (3.51)
Theorem 3.17. Let C D C.D/ be a GCC matrix defined by Definition 3:1 and let
X D col.Xj /qjD1; with Xj D col.xTj l/
j−1
lD0 and W D col.Wi/piD1; with Wi D
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col.wik/i−1kD0 ; xjl; wik 2 Cr ; be the solutions of Eq. .3:51/. If n1 D n2 and C is
nonsingular; then the inverse of C is given by
C.c; d;Z; Y /−1 D −J2C.d; c;X;W/J1: (3.52)
Similarly, in order to give the inverse of Cm, fundamental equations .3:22/ and
.3:23/ have to be replaced by the equations
CmX D J .c/mZ and WTCm D ETC: (3.53)
Theorem 3.18. Let Cm D Cm.D/ be a GCCV matrix defined by Definition 3:2; and
let
X D

X0
X00

D
"
col

col.xTj l/
j−1
lD0
q
jD1
col.Xj /mjD1
#
2 C.n2Cmr/r
and
W D col

col.wTik/
i−1
kD0
p
iD1 2 C
n1r ;
where xjl , wik 2 Cr .i D 1; : : : ; p; j D 1; : : : ; q/ and Xj 2 Crr .j D 1; : : : ;m/;
be the solutions of Eq. (3.53). If n1 D n2 Cmr and Cm is nonsingular; then the
inverse C−1m is given by
C−1m D
−J2 O
O QH

C−m.d; c; J2X0; J1W/J1; (3.54)
where
QH D
2
664
−X2    −Xm Ir
:::
:::
−Xm
Ir    O
3
775 :
For the factorization of C.D/, multiplying .3:28/⊗ Ir by L.Z/ on the left and by
L.Y /T on the right, we get the following.
Theorem 3.19. The GCC matrix C.D/ admits the following factorization
C.D/ D D−11 Vn2.c; Z/Wn2.d; Y /; (3.55)
where Vn2.c; Z/ 2 Cn1n2r is defined as in Eq. .3:4/ and Wn2.d; Y / D .Wn2 .d/⊗
Ir /L.Y /
T
.
Similarly, multiplying .3:29/⊗ Ir by L.Z/ on the left and by L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T on
the right, we get the following.
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Theorem 3.20. The GCCV matrix Cm.D/ admits the following factorization
Cm.D/ D D−11 Vn2Cm.c;Z/Wn2Cm.d; Y /; (3.56)
where Vn2Cm.c;Z/ is defined as in Eq. .3:4/ and
Wn2Cm.d; Y /D.Wn2Cm.d/⊗ Ir /L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T
D

Wn2.d; Y / B ⊗ Ir
O E ⊗ Ir

; (3.57)
in which Wn2Cm.d/; B and E are as in Eq. .3:30/.
Finally, we give the interpolation interpretations of linear system with a GCCV
coefficient matrix Cm.D/ and of the fundamental equations .3:51/ and .3:53/. Let
y; z; Im in Eqs. .3:36/ and .3:37/ be formally replaced by Y;Z; Im ⊗ Ir , respective-
ly, and let
 D col
h
col
(
col.jl
j−1
lD0 /
q
jD1; col.qCj /
m
jD1
i
2 Cn2Cmr ;
where jl 2 C for j D 1; : : : ; q; l D 0; : : : ; j − 1, and j 2 Cr for j D q C 1;
: : : ; q Cm. Then we get the vector rational function
f ./D.Bn2Cm./⊗ Ir /L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /T
D
qX
jD1
j−1X
lD0
lX
D0
jl
.− dj /C1 yj;l− C
mX
jD1
qCj j−1 (3.58)
in which Bn2Cm./ is as in Eq. (3.35).
Theorem 3.21. The vector  2 Cn2Cmr is a solution of the system
Cm.D/ D 
with  as in Proposition 3:12 if and only if the function of form .3:58/ meets the
tangential interpolation conditions
L.Z/f .c/ D  (3.59)
in which
f .c/ D col

col.f .k/.ci/=kW/i−1kD0
p
iD1 ;
or equivalently,
kX
D0
zTi;k−
f ./.ci/
W D ik
for i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; : : : ; i − 1.
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Let y; z; x and w in Eqs. (3.38), (3.39), (3.41) and (3.42) be formally replaced by
Y;Z;X and W, respectively, we have the r  r matrix rational functions defined via
U./DIr − .Bn2./⊗ Ir /L.Y /TJ2X
DIr −
qX
jD1
i−1X
lD0
lX
D0
1
.− dj /C1 yj;l−x
T
j;l− (3.60)
and
W./DIr CWTJ1L.Z/.Bn1./⊗ Ir /T
DIr C
pX
iD1
i−1X
kD0
kX
D0
1
.− ci/C1wi;k−z
T
i;k−: (3.61)
Theorem 3.22. If X and W are the solutions of Eqs. .3:51/; then and only then
the matrix rational functions U./ and W./ of forms .3:60/ and .3:61/ meet the
homogeneous tangential interpolation conditions
L.Z/U.c/ D 0 (3.62)
in which
U.c/ D col

col.U.k/.ci/=kW/i−1kD0
p
iD1 ;
or equivalently,
kX
D0
zTi;k−
U./.ci/
W D 0
for i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; : : : ; i − 1; and
W.d/L.Y /T D 0 (3.63)
in which
W.d/ D row.row

W.l/.dj /= lW/j−1lD0
q
jD1 ;
or equivalently,
lX
D0
W./.dj /
W yj;l− D 0
for j D 1; : : : ; q; l D 0; : : : ; j − 1.
Let y; z; x;w and Im in Eqs. (3.44)–(3.47) be formally replaced by Y;Z;X;W
(see Theorem 3.18) and Im ⊗ Ir , respectively, then we have the r  r matrix rational
functions defined via
U./DmIr − .Bn2Cm./⊗ Ir /L.Y; Im ⊗ Ir /TX
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DmIr −
qX
jD1
j−1X
lD0
lX
D0
1
.− dj /C1 yj;l−x
T
j l −
mX
jD1
Xj
j−1 (3.64)
and
W./DWTL.Z/.Bn1./T ⊗ Ir /
D
pX
iD1
i−1X
kD0
kX
D0
1
.− ci/C1wikz
T
i;k−: (3.65)
Theorem 3.23. If X 2 C.n2Cmr/r and W 2 Cn1r are the solutions of Eq. .3:53/;
respectively; then and only then the matrix rational functions U./ and W./ of
forms .3:64/ and .3:65/ meet the homogeneous tangential interpolation conditions.
L.Z/U.c/ D 0 (3.66)
or equivalently;
kX
D0
zTi;k−
U./.ci/
W D 0 .i D 1; : : : ; p; k D 0; : : : ; i − 1/
and
W.d/L.Y /T D 0 (3.67)
or equivalently;
lX
D0
W./.dj /
W yj;l− D 0 .j D 1; : : : ; q; l D 0; : : : ; j − 1/
and; in addition;
.W/j D 0 .j D −1; : : : ; 1 −m/; .W/−m D Ir :
Remark 4. The matrix functions U./ and W./ of the forms (3.64) and (3.65) are
called the (right and left) fundamental matrices corresponding to the nonsingular
matrix Cm or to the data D in the sense of [9], respectively.
4. The criteria of invertibility of C.D/ and Cm.D/
In this section we discuss the problem of invertibility of the matrices C.D/ and
Cm.D/. Recall that the pair .J .c/; Z/ is said to be controllable if and only if the gen-
eralized Vandermonde matrix Vm.c;Z/ D TZ; J .c/Z; : : : ; J .c/m−1ZU has full (row)
rank for sufficiently large m, i.e., rank Vm.c;Z/ D n1. In this case Vm.c;Z/ is right
invertible and V Tm.c;Z/ is left invertible. We denote by A
−1
R and A
−1
L the right and
left inverses of a matrix A. Given an n nmatrix A and an n l matrix B the Krylov
matrixKTA;B; kU is meant by the matrix
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KTA;B; kU D TB;AB;A2B; : : : ; Ak−1BU; k > 1:
Theorem 4.1. Let C D C.D/ be given by Definition 3:1
(1) If the system
.CJ2/X D Z (4.1)
is solvable and the pair .J .c/; Z/ is controllable; then C has full row rank and
is right invertible; and for sufficiently large k
C−1R DKTJ .d/T C J2XY T; J2X; kUTVk.c; Z/U−1R : (4.2)
(2) If the system
WT.J1C/ D Y T (4.3)
is solvable and the pair .J .d/; Y / is controllable; then C has full column rank
and is left invertible; and for sufficiently large k
C−1L D TV Tk .d; Y /U−1L :KTJ .c/T − J1WZT; J1W; kUT: (4.4)
(3) C is nonsingular if and only if n1 D n2; one of Eqs. .4:1/ and .4:3/ is solvable;
and the corresponding pair .J .c/; Z/ or .J .d/; Y / is controllable.
Proof . (1) Eqs. (3.48) and (4.1) imply
CTJ .d/T C J2XY TU D J .c/C:
Hence
CTJ .d/T C J2XY TUsJ2X D J .c/sZ (4.5)
for all s D 0; 1; : : : Thus
CKTJ .d/T C J2XY T; J2X; kU D Vk.c; Z/; k > 1: (4.6)
Since by assumption Vk.c; Z/ has full row rank n1 for sufficiently large k, it is right
invertible for such k. According to a well-known fact that rank.AB/ 6 minfrank A;
rank Bg, (4.6) implies rank Vk.c; Z/ D n1 6 rank C 6 n1.C 2 Cn1n2/, and there-
fore rank C D n1 and C has full row rank. Formula (4.2) follows immediately from
Eq. (4.6).
(2) The proof is much the same as that of (1), since Eq. (4.3) is equivalent to
.CTJ1/W D Y .
The assertion (3) follows from (1) and (2). 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that m > 0. Let Cm D Cm.D/ be given by Definition 3:2.
.1/ If the system
CmX D J .c/mZ (4.7)
is solvable and the pair .J .c/; J .c/mZ/ is controllable; then Cm has full row
rank; and for sufficiently large k;
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.Cm/
−1
R DKTJm.d; Y /T CXETC;X; kUTVk.c; Jm.c/Z/U−1R ; (4.8)
where Jm.d; Y / is as in Eq. .3:50/.
.2/ If the system
WTCm D ETC (4.9)
is solvable and the pair .J .d/; Y / is controllable; then Cm has full column rank;
and for sufficiently large k;
.Cm/
−1
L D

O .V Tk .d; Y //
−1
L
Jm ⊗ Ir O

KTJ .c/T −WZTJ T.c/m;W; k CmUT; (4.10)
where Jm D Ti;mC1−j Umi;jD1 is the mm counter-identity matrix.
.3/ Cm is nonsingular if and only if n1 D n2 Cmr; one of Eqs. .4:7/ and .4:9/ is
solvable; and the corresponding pair .J .c/; J .c/mZ/ or .J .d/; Y / is controlla-
ble.
Proof. (1) Note that Eqs. (3.49) and (4.7) imply
CmTJm.d; Y /T CXETCU D J .c/Cm:
Hence
CmTJm.d; Y /T CXETCUsX D J .c/sCmZ
for all s D 0; 1; 2; : : : Thus
CmKTJm.d; Y /T C XETC;X; kU D Vk.c; J .c/mZ/; k > 1: (4.11)
The rest of the proof is the same as that of (1) of Theorem 4.1, and obviously Eq.
(4.11) implies Eq. (4.8).
(2) From Eqs. (3.49) and (4.9) we get
CmJm.d; Y /
T D TJ .c/− J .c/mZWTUCm:
Hence
ETCJ Tm.d; Y /s D WTTJ .c/− J .c/mZWTUsCm
for s D 0; 1; : : : The last equality means that
O Jm ⊗ Ir
Vk.d; Y /
T O

DKTJ .c/T −WZTJ T.c/m;W; k CmUTCm: (4.12)
By assumption rankVk.d; Y /T D rankVk.d; Y / D n2 for sufficiently large k, then
V Tk .d; Y / is left invertible and thus the left-hand side of Eq. (4.12) has rank n2 C
mr , i.e., it has full column rank. Hence, Cm also has full column rank and is left
invertible. According to the facts
O A
B O
−1
L
D

O B−1L
A−1L O

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and
.Jm ⊗ Ir /−1L D .Jm ⊗ Ir /−1 D Jm ⊗ Ir ;
formula (4.10) follows immediately from Eq. (4.12).
The assertion (3) follows from (1) and (2). 
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